Examinamos, neste trabalho, uma situa�ao na qual urn numero divis i vel de objeto e vendido atraves de urn lemio de prcl$OS ascendentes onde alguns jogadores se comportam de forma nao-estrategica. Esse tipo de leiHio tern sido utilizado no Programa Brasileiro de Privatiza�ao.
in the theory of competitive equilibrium prices are determined by a fictitious player (the Walrasian auctioneer). On the other hand, oligopoly models yield equilibrium price vectors and not equilibrium processes for the determination of prices. Further, auction theory, which appears as a natural model to understand this process, usually explains price formation for single objects based on the auction in stitutions and on individuals' values for the object being auctioned. Finally, bargaining theory explores the negotiation process that play ers must undergo before finalizing any sale. This paper is inserted in the context of understanding the links between these theories.1
In Menezes (1993-a,b) , we examine the outcome of ascending price multiple-object auctions where two bidders with convex, con tinuous downward sloping demand functions are disputing a fraction of a total of TS divisible objects. The auctioneer starts the game by announcing an initial price and by. asking both players to submit bids simultaneously (the fraction of the total amount of objects wanted at that price). As long as the total amount of bids (T B) is greater than T S the auctioneer keeps announcing a higher price and asking for new bids until TB ::; TS, when each bidder receives the amount of objects they asked for. Bidders are allowed to bid any real num ber in the interval [0, T S], and the auctioneer announces the total amount bid after each round. Bidders are not allowed to increase their bids from one round to the next, i.e., the sequence of bids must be non-increasing. Menezes (1993-a) indicates that when players are fully informed about each others' types, a sale is completed at the initial price in any pareto perfect equilibrium. In these equilibria players receive allocations that are less than or equal to their demands at that price and that yield at least as much profits as the minimum they could IMilgrom (1987) } for example} stresses the importance of studying this relation ship. Wilson (1987-a) provides an introduction to this line of research. Hansen (1988) , who examined auctions with endogenous quantity as an alternative to price-setting oligopoly models, is an example of the importance of such approach. Wilson (1987-b) } for example} suggests that the theory of bid-ask markets may be useful to establish a game-theoretic foundation for the Walrasian model of perfect competition in the case of pure exchange with incomplete information. He also explores the links between auctions and bargaining theory.
obtain by waiting until the price reaches the level immediately below the market clearing price. This suggests that such mechanism may have disappointing effects in terms of revenue maximization. That is, players capture virtually all trading surplus.
Of course, the above results require both players to bid strategi cally. However, evidence seems to suggest that in real auctions there are both strategic players and small bidders who cannot participate in a strategic manner. For instance, in the Treasury auction primary dealers (approximately 40) received 76% of bill awards and 87% of notes and bonds awards in the first 9 months of 1991. 2 Moreover, the Fed accepts non-competitive bids (up to US$ 1 million) with the award being based on the average price of the competitive bids.
In this paper we investigate the effects on equilibrium selection of having these small bidders behaving in a competitive manner, i.e., as in a competitive equilibrium, each player bids according to his "true" demand at any particular price. Our analysis suggests that strategic bidders may choose to accommodate their opponents' competitive bids so as to achieve an agreement sooner, even if it means to accept smaller awards.
Moreover, observe that when there is only one strategic bidder playing against possibly many competitive bidders, his choices are simple: he either waits until the price reaches the competitive level or for any price lower than that he bids an amount equivalent to the excess supply, whichever maximizes his total profits. However, when there are two or more strategic players, their strategy space becomes far more complex. Suppose there are two strategic bidders and many competitive players. These two players are now disputing a total number of objects (i.e., the excess supply) that increases as the price increases. Now it may be the case that rational players decide to wait until the competitive price is reached. Thus, in order to test these predictions, we introduce adaptive artificially intelligent (AAI) agents to replace bidders in the game. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we indicate the equilibria when all players behave competitively, all players behave strategically and when there is a mix of these two behaviors. Fur-ther, we present a conjecture about the format of equilibrium when there are two or more strategic bidders playing against competitive bidders. We introduce, in section 3, a specific example where players are replaced by AAI agents. By using this example, we show that our conjectures are correct when players are able to learn how to play the game. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in section 4.
The equilibrium analysis.
In this section we examine the effects on equilibrium selection of having some players not being able to bid strategically. A competitive player always bids an amount equivalent to his true demand. Thus, whenever all players behave competitively, the auction continues until the price reaches a level where total demand is equal to T S, and bid ders will receive the amounts they asked for at that price. Of course, this solution concept is equivalent to the Walrasian equilibrium.
The interesting cases are those where there is a mix of players behaving strategically and competitively. We first characterize the equilibrium where there is only one strategic player. We assume that Bidder a represents a strategic player while Bidder b represents a competitive one. (We can interpret Bidder b's bids as representing the linear sum of many small players' bids). Our equilibrium notion for this game is equivalent to a solution where Player b always bids according to his "true" demand and Player a takes his opponent's actions as given and maximizes profits.
We solve first the full information case. (See figure 1). For any price PI> Player b always bids Db(Pt). Player a, on the other hand, has to decide whether to accommodate his opponent's demand by bidding an amount less than or equal to TS -Db(Pt) at price Pt. In any case, Player a is guaranteed to be awarded D,,(p*), if the price reaches that level. Note that p* still represents the price such that total demand is equal to T S. We assume that P o < p* , Player a's profits at any particular round t are given by:
Where 1I"a(-'·) denotes Player a's expected profits from bidding Xt given that his demand is equal to Da(Pt). Consequently, Player a chooses his strategy profile over time by solving the following maxi mization problem: We denote by WT the solution of (Pl), and let T represent the time period when this maximum value is achieved.3 Therefore, this auction game ends at round T, with the agreement (WT,Db(PT)) at price PT and WT = TS -Db(PT). Note that both pairs (TS -Db(Po),Db(PO)) at price Po and (Da(p*),Db(P*)) at price p ' are possible agreements for this auction game. For all rounds 0 :::; t < T , Player a may bid any amount satis fying two restrictions: (a) bids are consistent with having the game to persist until time T, and (b) bids are non-increasing. For in stance, the sequences of Player a's bids of length T(WT, . .. , WT) and (T S, ... , TS, WT) represent possible equilibrium profiles. Note that as in Menezes (1993-a) , restriction (b) apparently does not play any important role in equilibrium selection. It only eliminates some pre-agreement moves. The previous analysis may be summarized as follows.
Proposition 1. The outcome of this auction game, for Po :::; p ' , is given by the agreement (WT,Db(PT)), where WT is the solu tion for (Pl). At any period t < T, Player b always bids an 3For this maximal value to be always achievable we are considering that p varies continuously. Evid�ntly! the practical implementation of such mechanism is du bious, and we interpret this solution as the limit of a constrained maximization problem (where prices increase discretely) as 8, the price increment, approaches O. For instance, in the example that follows we take 8 and the initial price such that the equilibrium obtained is equal to the unconstrained solution. Notice that a solution always exists in this case. Further, notice that for Po > p*, the only equilibrium is the agreement (Da(po), Db (Po)) at price Po, since this strategy clearly maximizes Player a's profits, given that Player b's actions are fixed. Next we provide an example where we are able to compute the dif ferent outcomes for the various combinations of players' behavior. EXAMPLE: The demand functions of players a and b are identical and are given by Da(P,) = Db(Pt) = 5 -Pt. The total number of objects is equal to 4, and bidders are allowed to bid any real number in the interval [0,4J. We assume that Po = 2 and that the price increment is equal to . 1. a) Both players behave competitively: This is the easiest case to solve, since it suffices to compute the competitive equilibrium allocation. Solving 10 -2pt = 4 yields p* = 3, and consequently Da(3) = Db(3) = 2. The total amount of profits is given by 7fa = 7rb = 2. b) Both players behave strategically: The solution for this partic ular situation was given in Menezes (1993-a) . Both payers bid an amount so that they receive, at the initial price Po, an allo cation that yields at least as much profits as the minimum they could receive at price 2.9 (2.185) so that there are a plethora of equilibria. In this case, they both receive allocations in the interval [.85, 3J so that their sum is equal to 5. These pairs of allocations yield profits strictly higher than the competitive allocations. Those pairs include the symmetric equilibrium where each bidder re ceives the amount that they would get at the market clearing price (2 unities), with profits 'lra = 'lr b = 4. c) Player a behaves strategically, while Player b bids competitively:
Player b always bids an amount equivalent to his demand, while Player a solves (PI), achieving the outcome (1.3, 2.7) at price 2.3. The amount of profits is given by 'lra = 2.665 and'lrb = 3.645. d) Player a behaves competitively, while Player b behaves strate gically: By symmetry the solution is given by (2.7, 1.3) at the same price (2 .3), and profits are 1ra = 3.645 and 1rb = 2.665. We now consider the situation where Player b may either have a high demand (DbH(Pt)) or a low demand (DbL(Pt)). (See fi gure 2).
Player b observes his opponent's demand, while Player a only knows that there is a probability ko that his opponent is a high demander and a probability 1 -ko that he is a low demander. Both players know their own types. We denote by P L and PH the prices snch that total demand is eqnal to total supply considering that Player b has, respectively, a low demand or a high demand. We also assume for the moment that Po < PL < PH' To find the possible equilibria of this mechanism we must realize first that although Player a does not know b's demand at round 0, this uncertainty is resolved at round 1. Conditional on not reaching an agreement at period 0, Player a solves: Where 1ra(-'·) is defi ned as in (1), with Db(pt) being the realized value of Player b's demand and p* corresponding to either PL or PH. We denote the solution to (P2) by WT, where T represents again the period when the agreement WT, is achieved. The question is then how Player a bids at period 0.
\Ve argue that Player a solves, at period 0, problem (P2) for DbH(Pt), for t ;::: 1, without considering restriction (ii) for t = 1. We denote the solution of those problems (i. e., for a high and a low demander) by, respectively, 8 and Y. Player a then compare the payoffs from any round ° strategy with k01ra(8+(1-ko)1ra(Y), where 1ra(8) and 1f«(Y) represent the total amount of profi ts from selecting those optimal solutions to the different versions of problem (P2), given Player a's demands at that levels. In order to characterize the set of possible equilibrium bids for Player a at period ° we consider three distinct cases: and Condition (2) requires that this strategy yields a payoff greater or equal than the payoff generated by bidding as if b were a low demander (which induces an agreement with probability l-ko), while condition (3) establishes that this strategy must also be optimal with respect to the expected value of having the game to continue. Hence, if (3) is not satisfied, Player a bids an amount greater or equal than ma.x{ S , Y } so as to satisfy the mOno tonicity property of the �equence of bids. (b) By bidding Xo = TS -DbL(PO), Player a expects to reach an agreement at period 0 with probability 1 -ko. Consequently, this strategy is an equilibrium for the auction-like game if the following conditions are satisfi ed:
and The interpretation of conditions (4) and (5) is analogous to that of letter (a). Note, further, that if this strategy induces an equality sign in condition (4), then we have to look at those mixed strategies satisfying an equivalent version of conditions (3) and (5). ''Ie also assume that Player a is risk-neutral.
(c) Consider a bid of Xo, with TS -DbH(PO) < Xo < TS-DbL(PO). This is not an equilibrium bid, since if b is high, then a doesn't receive Xo anyway, and if b is low, then a is not maximizing profits.
is not an equilibrium bid either, since Player a doesn't maximize profits for any of his opponent's type. (e) In the event that the strategies outlined in (a) and (b) are not equilibria for this game, then Player a's dominant strat egy is to bid an amount Xo > TS -DbL(PO), which induces the game to continue to the next round with probability one. However, he must bid at least max{ S , Y } so as to satisfy the monotonicity property of the sequence of bids. Consequently, if conditions (2) and (3) or (4) and (5) are not satisfied, then
For this case we have potentially three equilibrium bidding strategies: (f) By bidding Xo = TS -DbL(PO), there will be an agreement with probability 1 -ko. For this strategy to be an equilibrium conditions (4) and (5) must be satisfied. (g) Bidding Xo < TS -DbL(PO) is not an equilibrium, since if b is high, then, the game continues anyway, and if b is low, Player a does not maximize profits. (Remember that Po < PL implies that Da(Po) � TS -DbL(PO) -) (h) If the strategy described in (f) is not an equilibrium, then X o > TS -DbL(pO). Specifically, Xo E [max{ S , Y }, TSj. The explanation is the same as in letter (e).
CASE 3: When 0 < TS -DbH(PO) < TS -DbL(pO), for any bid submitted by Player a the game continues with probability one, since his bids are limited to the interval [0, T Sj. Hence: (i) For the reasons outlined in letter (e), Xo E [max{ S , Y }, TSj. Notice that by considering the cases where TS -DbH(PO) = 0 we rule out the equilibrium described in (a). If TS -DbL(po) = 0 then the analysis is as described in letter (i). (Given the assumptions of the auction, the solution of (P2) is greater than zero). The next two propositions summarize the solution process for this auction game.
Strategic behnvior in ascending-price auctions
Proposition 2. The set of possible bids for Player a at period 0 is described by 
b is high then the game continues to the next period. In words, Player a made a bet and lost. Hence, the outcome is given by the solution of (P2) with (ii) replaced by Xt :S TS -Dbd1'o) , for t :::: 1. Eventually, the solution of t)lis problem may be also given by the same value of S (in the event that this amount is less than TS -Dbd1'o)).1 Furthermore, let's examine how the solution above would change if we consider 1'L < 1'0 < PH' Conditions (2) and (4) should be replaced, respectively, by:
Case (3) is ruled out, because demand functions are non-negative. Finally, it is straightforward to see that if PL < PH < Po, then the unique solution of this auction game is given by the agreement (D a(1'o), Db(po)) at price Po .
I} Note that the restriction on the sequence of bids is binding here. If such restric tion were withheld then the unique equilibrium would be given by (S, DbH(PT' )), where T' denotes the time period when S is reached.
We just characterize the solution for the auction-like game when one of the players bids competitively while his opponent behaves strategically. With full information, Player a solves a constrained maximization problem to determine if it is worth to accommo date b's demand at any round before the price reaches p*, when TS = TE. In the presence of incomplete information, a risk-neutral Player a solves a two-step problem. He first computes the maxi mization problem (P2) for the two possible types of Player b's de mand. He then chooses his round-O strategy by comparing its pay off with the expected value of having the game to continue to the next round (he can achieve that by bidding any amount bigger than max{ S , Y}), and by comparing it with other possible period-O strate gIes.
For the rest of this section we examine the cases where there are two or more strategic bidders. First, assume that all players behave strategically (and this is common knowledge). Menezes (1993-b) conj ectures that under full information our result for two players may be generalized for finite many players and for an appropriate equilibrium notion, that is, in any Coalition-proof equilibrium an agreement is reached at the initial price and each bidder receives an award that is less than or equal to his demand at this price and that guarantees at least as much profits as each player would receive at the price immediately below the market clearing level.
The requirement that each bidder may make a mistake and bid o with a certain small probability is crucial to show the existence of such equilibrium. The trade-off between reaching an agreement sooner and reaching an agreement at the competitive price is also important for the existence of this equilibrium. In the next section we test the ability of AAI bidders to learn how to play these equilibrium strategies.
Finally, we consider intermediate cases, where there are, for ex ample, two strategic players and many competitive players. The two strategic bidders face an upward sloping excess supply curve and by waiting they can receive strictly higher amounts than by accommo dating their bids to the size of the competitive players' demands. Hence, we conjecture that the results of the previous section can be generalized to this particular case (so that we would be able to con struct an appropriate version of proposition 1). In many examples, however, strategic players will prefer to wait given the upward sloping excess supply curve and the monotonicity restriction on bids.
3. Ascending-price multiple-object auctions with AAI play ers.
In this section we investigate the outcome of the mechanism de scribed in the previous section when bidders are represented by AAI players. Agents' bids are based on computer algorithms of adapta tion, search and learning.
AAI agents haven been used by economists to either search for plausible equilibria in games Or to study behavior in laboratory exper iments. Marimon, Mcgrattan and Sargent (1990) and Marimon and Miller (1990) are examples of works that fall into fi rst category. Onr research also falls into this category. Miller and Andreoni (1990-a) is an example of a work in the second category. Miller and Andreoni (1990-b) nse AAI agents not only to explain the resnlts of laboratory experiments but also to suggest new lines of research for auction the ory. They apply this technique to explain bidders' behavior in fi rst and second-price auctions. they examine bidders with independent, affiliated and common values.
Specifically, we address two distinct questions. First, we ask whether initially non-strategic bidders, who are able to learn through innovations and mimicking well performing strategies, are able to change their behavior toward a more strategic play. That is, we ask whether the result outlined above is obtained as a solution to this genetic 3,lgorithm.
Second, we examine the situation where only a fraction of the existing number of bidders has the ability to change their strategies. These bidders face an upward sloping supply curve. We ask whether they can learn how to play strategically among themselves and what are the effects of their relative size into the outcome of the game. This section is divided into three parts. The first part explains the genetic algorithm used in this simulation. The second contains a brief description of the theoretical results we should expect. The last part presents the empirical results.
3.1. The Genetic Algorithm (GA)5.
We use a GA as an adaptive model of the evolution of a pop ulation of strategies. Each player's strategy is described by a string of characters. (In our model these are parameters of a bidding strat egy). The population consists of such strategies. Each strategy in teracts with other strategies in the population and it is assigned a payoff. Poorly performing strategies are withdrawn from the popula tion, while well performing s ' trategies survive unchanged. This allows learning by mimicking successful strategies. New strategies are cre ated by transforming the poorly performing ones through a genetic operator (mutation), which alters some characters of the string. Mu tation allows innovation into the learning process.6 Next we describe the algorithm employed in the remaining of this section. Initially, five divisible objects are being auctioned. Five bidders with identical demand functions given by D(p,) = 3 -p, are disputing these divisible objects. Players are denoted by a, b, c, d
and e. Players are allowed to submit any non-negative bids. The only restriction is that the sequence of bids must be non-increasing. (This is relaxed later).
The auctioneer starts the bidding at Po = 1 and continues in creasing prices by .1 as long as the total amount bid is greater than 5. The game ends at the first time the total amount bid is less or SGAs were developed by Holland (1975) . They belong to a larger class of adaptive algorithms such as replicator dynamics and neural networks. See, for example, Goldberg (1989) . The rationality of the use of GAs in economic models is dis cussed by Holland and Miller (1991) .
6 Another genetic operator is known as "crossover" . It is executed in three steps; (1) a pair of strings is chosen (2) the strings arc placed side by side and a point is randomly chosen somewhere along the length of the strings, and (3) the segments to the left of the point arc exchanges between the strings. For example, if the alphabet used is binary the crossover of string 1000 and 0111 after the .3ccond position produces the offspring strings 1111 and 0000. Crossovers allow us to bias the system toward certain patterns. In this paper we only use one genetic operator, namely, mutations. We adapt the concept of mutation, by using a random device to capture the evolutionary process in which successful strategies have a higher chance to proceed to the next generation unchanged. equal than 5. If an agreement is not reached until p, = 3 (i. e., at the 21 s, stage) then the auction is cancelled and bidders are not awarded any objects.
Bidders are characterized by an array of 21 positive numbers corresponding to a bid for each possible price, i.e., from Po = 1 until P 20 = 3. Their initial strategies are given by their competitive bids at each price, i.e., they bid 2,0 at Po = 1, 1.9 at Pi = 1.1, and so on.
We add players' bids and at the first time they are feasible the allocations are made and we compute the total amount of profits each bidder makes. We consider initially the complete symmetric case. To each player we associate a random number between 0 and 1. If this random number is smaller than three times the total amount of profits in the previous round then he transfers his entire unchanged array of parameters to the new population. (This implies that immediately after the initial stage each bidder mutates with probability .4).
Otherwise, for each of the 21 parameters of his bidding strategy we associate a random number between 0 and 1. For the first eleven parameters, if the associated random number is less than or equal to , .5, then we subtract .01 from the respective parameter. If this number is greater than .5 then we add .01 to the parameter. (Remember that we restrict the sequence of bids to be non-increasing so that in this last case his bid cannot be greater than his bid at the previous price). Thus, we assume an initial value of either .01 or -.01 for the mutation. For the last 10 parameters of their bidding strategies, we consider the case where if the associated random number is less than or equal to .5 then that parameter remains unchanged; otherwise it is reduced by .01 This game is repeated a finite number of times (up to 200,000 rounds).
Theoretical predictions.
From the previous section we know that if all players behave competitively, then the equilibrium is reached at PiO = 2 and each bidder receives 1.0, yielding individual profits of .5. On the other hand, if they all play strategically, we argue that there is a sequence of Pareto perfect equilibria that yield an agreement at the initial price. In these agreements each player receives an allocation in the interval [.33, 2J , which yields profits that are at least as large as what bidders could receive with probability 1 at price P9 = 1.9. In particular, the unique symmetric equilibrium of this game is such that each player bids 1 at the fi rst round, yielding profi ts of 1.5.
Further, if only one of the bidders bids strategically, then it is easy to see that he maximizes profits by reaching the same agreement as in a competitive equilibrium at price PIO = 2 and receiving 1 unit. Nevertheless, we will test proposition 1 further by considering the case where this unique strategic player is larger than the remaining competitive players.
The more interesting cases, though, are the intermediate ones. For example, we consider the case where only players a and b can learn how to play. Here, these two players face an upward sloping excess supply curve. We can infer -that if both bidders agree on bidding . 7 at price 1.8 (this would be the prediction of an appropriate version of proposition 1), they will receive strictly higher profi ts than by reaching an agreement at price 2.0, where both would receive 1 unit of the good. We investigate the ability of players to overcome any myopic behavior.
E1npirical Results.
The results of the simulation of the basic model are summarized in figures 3 to 6. We report the results of the fi rst 50,000 rounds (with intervals of 500 rounds between observations). Although it is not reported in the fi gures, agents did overshoot in the fi rst 200 rounds and reached agreements a price higher than the competitive solution. In any case the resulting allocations were ronghly the com petitive allocations (i. e., 1 unit for each bidder). From round 200 on, they consistently reach an agreement SOoner in the game, where they receive approximately 1 u ' nit at a consistent lower price. After 500 rounds they start to alternate themselves on receiving amounts higher and lower than the symmetric equilibrium and roughly after 10,000 rounds they start reaching an agreement at price 1.2. (See fi gure 3) ..
While some bidders fare better than others at each round (except player b whom after doing poorly in the beginning detaches himself R. de Economctria 14(1) abril 1991/outubro 1991 from the other players by doing extremely well7), they alternate them selves on getting the larger shares. This is our first important result: players learn how to play in relative few rounds. (See figures 4-a to 4-e). Although they cannot exactly coordinate their bids so that they can always receive the symmetric strategic allocations (this is due to the mutation process nature), they appear to be coordinating in the sense of taking turns in bidding larger amounts. These results are consistent with the theoretical predictions of Menezes (1993-a,b) .
Figures 5-a to 5-e show the amount of profits made by each bidder. Their strategies usually yield higher profits than the compet itive benchmark. (The dotted line indicates the amount of profits the obtained in competitive case). Consequently, the auctioneer's total revenue falls as the game evolves (see figure 6 ) and bidders are able to extract most of the surplus. This is our second important conclusion. Table 1 confirms that on average every bidder fares better follow ing their evolutionary strategies then when all play their competitive strategies. Next we examine various modifications of the basic model, such as changes in the rate of mutation, changes in the bidders' probability of mutating, distinct initial conditions and bidders with non-adaptive 7 Observe that program associates a sequence of random numbers to each player, and based on these numbers and on relative profi ts they change their behavior. Thus} at some point Player b drew the right random number and received a large amount of profi ts. Given the structure of the game, his high relative profi ts reduces his chance of changing. In fact, after 100,000 rounds his allocation is reduced to .45.
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a) Changes in the rate of mutation We now consider the eff ects of having a substantially higher mu tation rate ofO.l. This allows us to examine two things. First, we can observe within a smaller number of rounds players alternating them selves on receiving the highest awards, since the speed of the adaptive process is increased. We can also check that players converge to the symmetric equilibrium faster but they still behave randomly after a certain number of rounds. Second, this introduces some inflexibility on bidders behavior. For instance, this mutation rate may induce a change of behavior amounting to a large fraction of the original bid. We expect that this may induce some non-optimal behavior.
Figures 7-a to ' 7-e describe the evolution of players' behavior in the first 10,000 rounds (again with intervals of 500 rounds between observations) . The equilibrium price reaches 1.2 within the first 100 rounds. Thus, the auctioneer, total revenue decreases faster than before and bidders are able to extract much of the trading surplus. In this case it is evident that players present a cycling behavior, and that they take tUl'llS on receiving the highest awards. Table 2 shows that they continue to fare better than the competitive benchmark.
bids profits Note that Player b is still performing better on average, but this is due to his good performance in the beginning of the game, since his share of the total supply is already decreasing before the 10,000th round. In fact, he receives 0 at both the 20,000th and 30,000th rounds.
Further, after 20,000 rounds the equilibrium price increases to 1.5 and it remains around this level after that. (In fact it is 1.5 at the 50,000th round, 1.6 at the 150,000th round, and 1.5 at 20,000th round!). Hence, there is some lack of coordination between players because they always adjust their bids by a large amount. b) Players mutate with a higher probability
We also tested the robustness of our result that players tend to accommodate each other's bids and that an agreement is reached sooner than in the competitive benchm � rk with respect to changes in the player's probability of mutating. Specifically, we consider that a bidder changes his bid whenever his associated random number is greater than or equal to twice the amount of relative profits.8 For instance, after the initial round, each bidder mutates with probabil ity .6.
Agreement prices behave in the same fashion as in the original model. Some overshooting happened in the first 100 rounds and the price reached 2.3 with bidders receiving approximately 1 unit each. However after the 200th round prices start to fall and they submit bi<)s close to the symmetric equilibrium. After 500 rounds they start to move from the symmetric allocations and prices continue . to decline, reaching the 1.2 level around round 9,000th. Prices remain at that level until round 30,000, when it reached 1.1 After 200,000 rounds the equilibrium price was still 1.1.
Figures 8-a through 8-e show the evolution of players' behavior in the first 10,000 rounds. Apparently players alternate themselves on receiving the highest and lowest awards, and this behavior is consis tent with the results of playing the game strategically, since it yields strictly lower agreement prices and profits that average higher than the competitive benchmark Table 3 below provides the average bids and profits for the first 10,000 rounds with intervals of 500 rounds between observations. Notice how close the average bids are to the symmetric strategic behavior benchmark.
8We also run the program assuming that players mutate whenever their associated random numbers are greater than or equal to their relative profits. However I this induces a very high probability of mutating, yielding inconsistent results.
bids profits Fhivio Marques Menezes
Tab le 3.
Average bid/profi t for the fi rst 10,000 rounds (with higher probability of mutation) c) The direction of mutation is biased downward Player e .73 .80
"\Ve now examine the effects of having players with a higher prob ability to reduce than to increase their bids once they are required to mutate. As expected, this restriction induces bidders to behave so that the agreement price converges to 1 very quickly (in less than 700 rounds). At that point bidders are very close to the symmetric strategic benchmark. However, the downward bias induces bidders to further decrease their bids so that some of them end up receiving o unities while others receive 1 or more unities at a price equal to 1. Even in this instance, they alternate themselves on receiving these distinct awards.
d) Players start with distinct initial behavior
We now examine the effects of having players start bidding from a different region in the parameter space. Specifically, we consider the possibility that players may start using their symmetric strategic equilibrium bids (e.g., they bid 1 for each price less than or equal to 2, and their demands thereafter). Table 4 summarize the results under five distinct regimes.
Observe that the payoffs of the players who start bidding their symmetric strategic equilibrium bids increase as the number of bid ders behaving this way increases. Further, althongh this behavior may yield an initial advantage to those who start playing competi tively, this advantage is dissipated with the repetition of the game. Finally and more important, when each player's initial bid is given by the sym.metric strategic benchmark, individuals' profits are strictly higher than in the case where they all starting playing their compet itive strategy. (With the exception of the 10,000th round) . Regime IV: same for players a, b, c and d
Regime V: same for all five players e) The effects of relaxing the monotonicity property \Ve also test our conjecture that the constraint requmng the sequence of bids to be non-increasing is not bidding. As we relax this hypothesis in our simulation, bidders behave so that they induce the amount of total profits to reach zero within the first 250 round. That is, this monotonicity property is in fact crucial to the determination of players' behavior. f) Results when four or fewer players can adjust their bids CASE 1: Only Player a never changes his bids Figure 9 -a shows the evolution of prices in the first 10,000 rounds. Bidders' behavior is such that as the number of rounds in creases, an agreement is reached sooner in the game. For instance, after 100 rounds players reach an agreement at price 1.2. Figures 9-b to 9-e show the evolution of players' bids against the excess supply, i.e., total supply minus Player a's bid. Players accommodate Player a's demand and the other players' bids. Table 5 reports the average bid/profits for players b to e in the first 10,000 rounds (with intervals of 500 rounds between observations. Even when two players cannot modify their bids, the remaining bidders fi nd more profitable to accommodate their demands and to reach an agreement sooner. In figures lO-a we describe the evolution of prices, while in figures 10-b to 10-d we plot the evolution of bid ders c, d and e against excess supply. Table 6 reports the average bids/profi ts for the first 10,000 rounds. Observe that players c, d and e still receive a strictly higher profit than by bidding their competitive strategies. In fact, even after 100,000 rounds these players still fare better than their competitive benchmark. (They receive profits of respectively .53, .95 and .59).
CASE 3: Players a, b and c never change their bids Figure 11 shows the evolution of the bids of Players d and e against the excess supply. Remember that in this case the theory predicts that players will not accommodate each other and that they will settle for the competitive benchmark. However, players try to do so. Player e for instance, receives around .7 in equilibrium during a large number of rounds. Player d, on the other hand, starts un dershooting and receive substantially less. After a certain number of rounds, though, their relative profits became very low, what induces them to mutate with a higher probability. Given the constraint that bidders cannot increase their bids from one period to another within a particular round, they end up receiving small awards. Nevertheless, the important result is that players d and e try to reach a compromise among themselves on how to divide the excess supply. eWe argue that the subsequent undershooting is a result of the monotonicity prop erty, since once mutation brings the initial bids to a number close to zero it may take a long time ·to observe the sequence of bids to be well above zero again. In fact, if we relax this constraint these two bidders start competing so that an agreement is reached at a price close to 3 or no agreement is reached).
CASE 4: Only Player e changes his bids: for the same reasons of case 3 above, Player e receives approximately 0 units after 3,500 rounds, which indicates an undershooting with respect to the prediction of proposition 1. This result also shows that the equilibrium approaches the competitive benchmark as the number of bidders behaving com petitively increases. The question then is an empirical one and it is related to the actual composition of markets. Finally, we reexamine the prediction of proposition 1 by consid ering a situation where Player e is larger than the remaining partici pants. Players a to d have the same demand function and Player e has he following demand: D(p) = 13 -p. We assume that TS = 15. The competitive benchmark gives 1 unit to each of the first four bidders and 11 units to Player e at price 2. Player e ' s total profits are now 60.5 in the competitive benchmark. Player e is the only one who can change his bids in an adaptive way. To induce the same probability of mutation as before, we consider the case where he mutates when ever his correspondent random number is less than half his relative profits.
Note that he can maximize his profits by accommodating his own demand. For instance after 5,000 round they reach an agreement at price 1. 7, where he receives 62.6 of total profits. After 10,000 rounds he reaches an agreement at price 1.5 and receives 62.6 of profits. After a very large number of rounds, though, for the same reasons stated in case 3 above he starts to make lower profits than his competitive bencllluark. Consequently, by making the difference between agents' profits larger we are able to verify that a strategic player does tend to satisfy proposition 1, although this may involve some undershooting.
Conclusions.
We show, for our ascending-price multiple-object auction, that when a single strategic bidder is playing against many competitive players, he has two options: he either waits to receive his competi tive allocation or he accepts a smaller award. He chooses the option that maximizes his profits. We also provide an algorithm to com pute a player's optimal bidding strategy in the presence of one-sided uncertainty.
Furthermore, if all players behave strategically, we describe a sequence of coalition-proof equilibria where an agreement is reached at the initial price. When there are two or more players (but not all) behaving strategically, then they face an upward sloping supply curve, which may preclude them from trying to reach an agreement sooner in the game.
The results of the simulation indicate several important novel aspects. First, not only players are able to extract most of the trading surplus, but also players may undershoot, decreasing even further the auctioneer's revenue. That is, the equilibrium price decreases in time (and it is very close to the initial price) and total amount bid in equilibrium tends to be less than 5 with bidders alternating themselves on receiving the highest awards.
Second, even in the presence of players who cannot adjust their bids, strategic players are able to accommodate each other. How ever ,as the number of bidders playing strategically decreases, their ability to adjust induces equilibria where they receive very small amounts. In the extreme case when there is only One bidder play ing strategically, he undershoots and receives awards close to zero units and many rounds may be needed to overcome such behavior. However, once this player is larger than his opponents, proposition 1 works and he is able to accommodate their demands, reaching an agreement sooner in the game. Onr results also highlight the need to stndy in details the market structure. Finally the results also in dicate that the monotonicity property that requires the sequence of bids to be non-increasing plays an important role in explaining bid ders' undershooting. It makes upward bid adjustments more difficult to happen. It is interesting to note that such undershooting behavior consistently appears in both laboratory experiments and simulations of the economic theory of auctions.
In all, these results suggest that even in the presence of many small competitive participants, strategic bidders may play the game in such way that an agreement is reached at a price close to the initial one. In these agreements the auctioneer is unable to capture most of the trading surplus. These results strengthen our previous theoretical arguments showing that this mechanism is biased toward the buyers. New York: New York University Press. The evolution of prices
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